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Not only are we taking more and more retinal images,
but the quality is getting better.  Successful images
can be obtained for nearly every subject.

The  issue now is not one of how to acquire good
images, but how to best handle the processing of the
images…

Focus on one specific task - montage formation and
analysis.



First step is to register images from a single retinal
location - using a single reference image, subsequent
images are shifted, magnified or rotated to achieve
the best cross-correlation.



Single image versus sum of 6 images



Next step is to combine images from neighboring
retinal locations.

The relative image position is recorded in reference to
the circular fixation target.

Distance between these two
locations on the retina is less
than the diameter of the
images - i.e., they overlap...











While the process of merging
retinal images in Photoshop
works well aesthetically, it
precludes any quantitative
analysis of individual cone
reflectance.

It does, however, allow one
to determine the location of
each cone in the montage
relative to every other cone.
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*Can then compute distances between cones.

*Allows analysis of cone density across the image.

*Can also analyze submosaics - L, M or S in the normal
trichromatic mosaic or even “missing” cones to see if the
loss appears entirely random, or if there was a bystander
effect.

Need a list of all cone coordinates in the image
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5 arcmin

Can do a test for
randomness on the
M cone submosaic



Dichromat with “missing” cones Treat these
spaces as a
separate
submosaic



Currently use ImageJ to “pick” cones

JAVA-based image processing
program (developed by NIH)

Runs on Linux, Mac OS9 and X, and
Windows

Wide range of file formats - TIFF,
FITS, GIF, PGM, DICOM, BMP

Reads in raw MatLab images

Large Plugin library for specialized
functions

h t t p : / /rsb.info.nih.gov/ i j /
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Cone density profiles for NC’s montage

Courtesy of Dan Gray

Peak density = 58,000 cones/mm2



Obtain retinal
images

Make registered
sum at each
location

ImageJ- Identify all
cones in montage

Calculate/plot
cone density

Photoshop-
Merge summed
images

Statistical analysis
of submosaic(s)



*More automated processing - reduces errors!!
-Cone identification and montage assembly are 2 most
time-intensive processes

*Reduce changing programs - retains integrity of the
data             
-Initial registration seems well-entrenched in MatLab

*Improve image quality in the foveal center, makes
montage formation easier.

*Reduce number of images needed to generate
high-contrast sums, expedites entire process.

Areas where improvement is needed




